Welcome to 2019!
attendance and a renewed interest in
the CRM/CRA certifications!
Volunteer! Now Is The Perfect Time
It is my honor to serve as your
Chapter President
with a hardworking Board of Directors. We would
all like to take the opportunity to wish
you a healthy and prosperous 2019,
enhanced by the excellent educational
and networking opportunities provided
by the ARMA Chicago Chapter and its
sponsors.

As you will find later in this newsletter
in an article by Kelly Minta, our Vice
President, we are very excited about
our upcoming Spring Seminar on
Wednesday, May 22, 2019. We have
been collaborating as a team to find
innovative ways to bring you a whole
new ARMA Chicago Spring Seminar
experience! While the cost of Spring
Seminar will be more than in previous
years, the difference will be off-set by
the savings we have achieved with our
general meetings. As you know, we
have been hosting most of our general
meetings at local businesses in the
loop, to save location costs. In the past
every general meeting cost each
member $35, for a total of $315 per
year. This year the general meetings
will cost $195 per member. That is a
savings of $120 for each of you!
We are now a bit more than halfway
through the Chapter Year (June 30 to
July 1), and looking back, I think we
can be proud of what we have
accomplished so far, having put on a
variety of education and networking
opportunities: 5 General Meetings, 1
Evening Workshop, 1 Cocktail Hour (at
ARMA Live) and 1 CRM Part 6
Certification session. It is exciting
because our chapter members are
showing an increase in recent

Our chapter thrives on its active
members to volunteer. It is never too
late to join the board, work on a
committee, work on specific events
like Spring Seminar, or simply greet
fellow members at the registration
desks for meetings. Also, we need
mentors! Young professionals that are
new to the field need mentorship and
this is a good way to transition off the
board, while still remaining active. The
following is a list of committees and
their brief descriptions. All have
opportunities for your involvement:
• Audit Committee Provide review of the chapter fiscal
condition and a continuing verification
that establishes controls and safeguards are observed.
• Communications Committee Help develop and deploy our communication efforts through social media
outlets as a way to share information
about events, and resources, and to
promote outreach and advocacy.
• Community Service Committee Assist with the local community charity
that has been selected by the board
and conduct the raffle efforts at
meetings.

annual seminar and all other special
meetings called throughout the year.
• Library Committee Assist with the collection development,
resource circulation and keep members apprised of material availability.
• Membership Committee Do you want to get to know more
members? This team assists with
increasing the number of individuals
and institutions as members and
ensures the retention of those
members through member assistance.
• Newsletter Committee Get involved with compiling a quarterly
publication that is sent out to all our
members. The newsletters feature,
articles, pictures, and general information about programs, educational,
volunteer, and networking opportunities, as well as general information on timely topics.
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President’s Message Continued...
• Spring Seminar Work closely with the Vice President
on speaker selection, venue selection
and the detailed events going on at the
Spring Seminar.
• Vendor Relations If you love working with vendors and
driving their support, this committee is
for you! This committee assists with
establishing the yearly sponsorship
packages and establishes working
relationships with the vendors in the
RIM field.
• Volunteer Committee This is a new committee, and we are
looking for someone to spearhead this
effort. So if you love working with
organizations looking for volunteers in
the RIM field or even for our own
committee efforts, this one may be of
interest.
To work on one of the committees,
please download the ARMA Chicago
Board Application and return it as soon
as possible to
armaadmin@armachicago.org.

Elections:
In line with our current bylaws, the
ARMA Chicago Nominating Committee
will be electing the Officers of the
Board of Directors by May 31, 2019.
The Officers are the President, Vice
President (President Elect), Secretary
and Treasurer. The Nominating
Committee is composed of the President and Vice President, who shall
prepare the slate of at least one
nominee for each elected offices to be
filled. Prior to May 31, 2019, the ballot
will be prepared and distributed to the
membership for voting. If you are
interested in participating as a Vice
President (President Elect), Secretary
or Treasurer, please complete the
ARMA Chicago Board Application, and
send it to us at
armaadmin@armachicago.org by April
1, 2019. Once all applications have
been reviewed, you will be contacted
for further details.
Why Join The Board?
Be the change you want to see in the

world! As a practictioner and member
of ARMA Chicago, we have opportunities, both from a professional development standpoint and from a job
opportunity standpoint. As a volunteer,
either in the Officer capacity, a
Committee member capacity, or mentorship capacity, you get to invoke the
change you want to see by getting
involved at the ground floor. If you are
not happy about the chapter, I implore
you to run as Vice President and
change it!
Also, it’s a great way to learn about
what is going on in our Great Lakes
Region Chapters, and ARMA International from a leadership perspective,
connect more intimately with the chapter leadership teams, drive the leadership efforts and motivate others get
involved!
ARMA Great Lakes Region and
ARMA Live!
As a the local leader of the chapter, I
attended the Great Lakes and Rocky
Mountain Regions Leadership Conference in July, as well as the ARMA Live
conference in October. I’m delighted to
tell you that I found both conferences
to be outstanding! At the Regions
Leadership Conference we received
updates from the ARMA International
Board of Directors, received leadership
training from ARMA Headquarters and
Regional Leadership Teams, participated in guided breakouts and idea

sharing efforts (there were a lot of
great ideas and problem solving techniques), and built networks with colleagues and chapter leaders. Below
are some of the key points they
shared:
For Presidents/Chairs,
they advised:

• Redefining outdated board roles
• Succession planning
• Update procedures/policies
• Add/remove positions as needed
• Evolution of technology to committee
• Do annual reviews of bylaws and
recommended 2 year terms
• Create annual budgets determined
by what you want to accomplish,
• Negotiate speaker fees
• Engage past board members as
mentors.
For Secretaries
they advised:

and Treasurers,

• Virtual meetings
• Charging for no-shows
• Retention schedule for chapterrecords
• Share chapter records with membership via the web
For Membership, Marketing and
Communications, they advised:
• How can international help chapters
with retention of members?
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• HQ can do phone calls and out reach
for you
• State Historical Records Advisory
Boards can give grants, one in each
state
• Website is important for communications, don’t just use International
new “groups” page only
• External prospects – network with
colleges, other organizations and IT
symposiums

For Programs and Education, they
advised:
• Meeting at members place of
business
• Share speakers
• Go to universities and connect with
students (Business, IT, Library Science, Data Analysis)
• Utilize speakers from other chapters
At the ARMA Live conference, there
were a lot of sessions to attend and a
lot of great speakers. Two of the most
noteable sessions, for me personally,
was the Keynote given by Dr. Jennifer
Goldbeck regarding Social Media (I
highly encourage you to view her
presentation on TedTalk) and the

session given by the Marshall
Commons, the current President of
ARMA Golden Gate. During Marshall’s
presentation, the group realized that
our chapters, regardless of the size, all
had several key concerns/issues.
Those issues are, driving new
membership, membership retention,
effective modes of communication, lack
of board participation as well as the
need to find new talent for our local
chapter boards. All this was followed
by some great discussion on how to
address the concerns and issue, and
with some dedication and hard work,
we all know we can address them.
Also, it was inspiring to attend the Hall
of Regions Reception on Monday night
an hear about all the amazing things
the chapters are doing and see the
recipients of the awards given.
Connections: ARMA International’s
New Technology!
You should all know by now that
ARMA International has a new website,
and on the website is the Connections
portal. ARMA Chicago Chapter has a
group in the ARMA Connections portal
(found on the home page), the

Connections portal is where you can
update all your profile information.
Each month, ARMA Chicago downloads the data from the ARMA
Connections portal to update our
StarChapter system. StarChapter is
our association management tool that
allows us to create websites, send
emails, list events and much more. Is
your information up-to-date? If you
have any changes in your information,
like a name change, and position
change, a recently completed milestone, please be sure to update your
profile in the Connections portal.
Next Up?
As for the next 4 months, stay tuned to
our website and our social media
campaigns or groups on LinkedIn,
Facebook, Meetup, and Instagram for
the most up-to-date chapter information. As always, please feel free to
provide your feedback and ideas
anytime to
armaadmin@armachicago.org or me
directly at clb@crmig.com.
Cheryl Banke, CRM, MLIS
President

Members in the News


On January 1, 2019, Kenny Jablonski, Clerk of the Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the Supreme
Court of Illinois, implemented mandatory e-filing before the Hearing Board and Review Board. Paper documents would no
longer be permitted. After approximately four years of researching e-filing systems, analyzing different systems, attending
meetings with vendors, drafting the Clerk’s office business requirements, selecting a vendor, designing a system, testing the
system, creation of a training manual, and training of end users, he gave his approval to go Live with the new e-filing system. Also, he was responsible in the collaboration of drafting the new Commission Rule 213 – Electronic Filing. The user’s
manual is posted to the ARDC website along with Rule 213 and is available to the public. The consensus is that new e-filing
system is a success.



Dominic Zucchero is the new board member and chair of Vendors and Sponsorship for The Chicago Chapter of ARMA.
His background was with Recall and now, Iron Mountain after the merger between the two companies. In December of
2018, he received his CRM as a Certified Records Manager. He is currently exploring new opportunities in his career and
excited to be a part of this great association.



Dernea Michaux-Davis at Kemper just received her MLS from the University of Wisconsin.
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Spring Seminar
Save the date for the ARMA Chicago Spring Seminar on Wednesday, May 22, 2019! This year ARMA Chicago is partnering
with the Managing Electronic Records (MER) Conference to empower our members with insights, connections and resources to
effectively lead IG and eRIM solutions in their organizations. This year's ARMA Chicago Chapter theme is Member Appreciation
and the Spring Seminar promises to deliver high quality content to our members through our partnership with MER.
The ARMA Chicago Chapter Spring Seminar at the MER Conference is a 1-day, immersive event designed to help records
management and information governance practitioners more meaningfully impact their organization's business objectives. The
first half of the seminar, held in conjunction with 300 plus attendees of the MER Conference, will feature compelling keynote
speakers. The morning's momentum will continue in to the afternoon with the continuation of renowned speakers and
interactions with solution providers. Participants will connect with globally recognized thought-leaders, solution providers and
peers for meals, break and sessions.
Tickets are available at the Spring Seminar event page!
Kelly Minta
Vice President
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Inside the Boardroom
Welcome to a real Chicago winter in
2019! Nonetheless, the Board has held
five meetings since the last edition of
the chapter newsletter. Here are the
highlights:

On Tuesday, October 9, 2018, the
Board met at the corporate offices of
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in downtown
Chicago. President Cheryl Banke discussed progress on adopting new mission and vision statements for the chapter. She also asked whether there was
any interest in the chapter hosting ARMA’s Great Lakes Regional Leadership
Conference in Chicago during July
2019. Subsequently, a motion was
made and passed by the Board to form
an exploratory committee to assess the
possibility. Vice President Kelly Minta
shared ongoing conversations she had
with Seth Williams of Cohasset Associates, Inc. regarding a proposed partnership between the 2019 Managing Electronic Records (MER) Conference and
the chapter’s 2019 Spring Seminar.
Secretary Joseph Suster stated that the
chapter’s CRM Exam Part 6 prep workshop will take place on Saturday, November 3, at the law offices of McDermott Will & Emery. Esther Diamond,
chair of the Community Service Committee, announced that SitSayRead!
would be this year’s chapter charity and
briefly described its mission.
The Board held its next meeting on
Tuesday, November 13, at the East
Bank Club in River North. President
Banke mentioned the need for a policy
on members’ guests attending chapter
meetings at no charge. After some debate, it was decided that guests would
be welcome at vendor-sponsored meetings for free, subject to additional limitations. Vice President Minta distributed
an ARMA Chicago Spring Seminar/
MER Conference update document for
Board review. The document, which
contained date, location, benefits, cost,

ticket price, and guaranteed fundraising
amount information was rigorously discussed by Board members. After an
extended question and answer period,
Secretary Suster made a motion empowering the vice president to make the
final decision regarding having an ARMA-Chicago/MER partnership for the
2019 Spring Seminar. The motion
passed. Community Service Committee
Chair Diamond announced that a marketing representative from SitSayRead!
would make a brief presentation at the
November chapter meeting to inform
and answer questions about the charity.
Education Committee Chair Barbara
Dalton provided a detailed spreadsheet
documenting the chapter’s 2018-2019
meeting calendar, which included information about the scheduled speakers,
host venues, and projected costs.
Membership Committee Chair Pamela
Coan shared that the 2019 Great Lakes
Regional Leadership Conference will be
held in Omaha, NE, not Chicago. She
asked that the Board consider hosting
the 2020 conference.
Board members met again on December 11, at the downtown law offices of
McDermott Will & Emery. President
Banke informed the Board that there is
a national fund to help pay for educational speakers and that it should investigate whether the chapter qualifies for
such assistance. She re-confirmed that
the 2019 Great Lakes Regional Leadership Conference will be held in Omaha
on July 17-20, with the chapter paying
travel and hotel expenses for two volunteer participants. Treasurer Scott Torkelson distributed a new chapter budget
document for Board review. It elicited a
large number of specific questions from
members regarding the revenue and
expense projections for the 2018-2019
operational year. While the consensus
of the Board was that budget still needed some minor revisions, formerly
known as, motion to approve it was

subsequently passed. Membership
Committee Chair Coan mentioned that
the chapter gained two more members
since the November meeting. Hospitality Committee Chair Michelle Paluch
asked whether the chapter needs to reinstitute the official photographer position. Meeting photos are currently taken
by volunteers on an ad hoc basis. No
decision was made.
The chapter’s first Board meeting of
2019 took place on Tuesday, January
8, again at the law offices of McDermott
Will & Emery (continued thanks to Barbara Dalton for hosting!). President
Banke discussed the positive survey
feedback received from the December
education session featuring a speaker
from the Lincoln Park Zoo. She also
discussed the Board working as a
group to find new and interesting records management presentations and
consider doing tours or field trips on
occasion. Vice President Kelly Minta
passed out the Memorandum of Understanding between the MER Conference
and the chapter regarding the 2019
Spring Seminar partnership and discussed its main points. A motion to pay
$511 to Ronald McDonald House, last
year’s chapter charity, passed unanimously. Auditor Tom Lesko stated he
would have the chapter’s domestic annual report ready for Board review
soon. Education Committee Chair Dalton shared that the Lincoln Park Zoo
would like assistance with drafting a
corporate retention schedule. A subsequent motion to offer such assistance to
the zoo was passed unanimously by
the Board.
(Continued on next page)
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The Board’s most recent meeting
occurred on Tuesday, February 12, at
the law offices of Seyfarth Shaw in Willis Tower. Treasurer Torkelson reported that the chapter currently has approximately $32,000 in total assets.
Vice President Kelly Minta stated that
this year’s Spring Seminar will likely
have two topic tracks. Three high profile presenters, including Robert Smallwood and Ken Withers Esq., have already agreed to participate in the seminar. Vice President Kelly Minta and

President Banke plan to record a Facebook infomercial to promote the event,
which is scheduled for Wednesday,
May 22. Auditor Lesko announced that
the chapter’s Domestic Annual Report
has been filed with the state of Illinois.
Membership Committee Chair Coan
said that every chapter member will be
contacted about attending this year’s
seminar.

their participation. Scheduled times
and locations are posted on the monthly meeting announcements regularly
emailed to membership. You are always welcome to attend.

Joseph Suster, CRM
2018-2019 Board Secretary

We want to remind chapter members
that Board meetings are open to all for

Scholarship Opportunities
We as a chapter want to support our members’ professional
development in different ways. The Chicago ARMA scholarship program is intended to help chapter members with
continuing education activities, where members are not supported by their employer. Scholarships can also be awarded
to Chicago area professionals in the Records Management/
Information Governance field who are not chapter members,
but are sponsored by a member.
This Fall the chapter is offering
2 scholarships in the amount of
$200 for the support of:
• Attendance at ARMA International Conference or conferences
of related associations, seminars, and other educational
events produced by ARMA
Chicago
• Online certification programs
offered by ARMA, ICRM or
related associations,
• College courses focused on
information governance topics
A Scholarship Committee, consisting of the President, Vice
President, Chairman of the
Board, and Advisors, review applications and grants scholarships to be awarded each
year. Applications may be submitted at any time during the
year, in advance of completion of
the activity, for activities that will

be completed by the end of this ARMA program year, July 1,
2018.
So go for it! Or, if you know someone in your organization
or in your circle of colleagues who could benefit, let them
know!
Full details about the scholarship, and the application, can
be found on the chapter website, and downloaded here.
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Simple Methods for Determining

ROI FOR RECORDS
MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
William Saffady, Ph.D., FAI
Editor’s note: This article was excerpted from the book Cost Analysis Concepts and
Methods for Records Management Projects, 2d. Ed., which is available for purchase in the ARMA International online bookstore at http://bit.ly/2qe2vVU.

Return on investment (ROI) methods
are concerned with the profitability of
proposed projects, regardless of their
objectives. In this sense, ROI calculations support screening decisions rather than preference decisions. Instead
of comparing a proposed project
(investment) to an existing system or
other alternatives, ROI calculations
measure proposed projects against a
predetermined standard of profitability
by which all investments, regardless of
their objectives, are judged. This approach to financial analysis of investments is also known as capital budgeting.
The profitability of a proposed investment depends on several factors, including:

• The amount of the investment, as
represented by start-up costs and ongoing costs associated with a particular project. It is the total cash outlay
that results from the decision to invest
in the project. The investment amount
also includes any secondary cash outlays, such as upgrading or expansion
of computer hardware and software
licenses, that are anticipated in future
years.
• Anticipated cash inflows (revenues)
that result from the investment. Many
records management projects involve
investments that yield reductions in
cash outflows (savings) rather than
revenues. For ROI purposes, savings
and revenues are treated as equivalent
cash inflows. Depending on the invest-

ment, cash inflows may be level or
uneven across budgetary periods.
• The economic life of the investment,
which is the time period that the acquired assets are expected to remain
useful for their intended purpose. The
economic life of an investment may be
shorter than the physical life of an acquired asset. If properly maintained, a
delivery van purchased for pickup and
delivery by an in-house record storage
facility may operate reliably for 10
years or longer. However, in five years,
the acquiring organization may decide
to disband the in-house facility in favor
of outsourcing.
Based on these factors, ROI calculations determine whether and by how
much the value of future cash inflows
associated with a proposed investment
will exceed the cash outflows – that is,
the amount of money that an organization must spend or forego to obtain the
cash inflows.

Simply defined, the ROI is the total of
cash inflows minus the amount of the
investment. ROI calculations yield a
figure of merit – a numeric value that
summarizes the economic characteristics of an investment. The figure of
merit can then be compared to predetermined acceptance criteria.
The typical organization has a wider
range of investment opportunities than
its financial resources can support.
Financial management is concerned
with the most profitable allocation of
such resources. Records management
projects must consequently compete
with many other business activities for
available funds.
(Continued on next page)
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Simple Methods for Determining

ROI FOR RECORDS
MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
William Saffady, Ph.D., FAI
As their principal advantage for decision-makers, ROI calculations facilitate
comparison and ranking of competing
investment proposals that vary in purpose, scope, or amount. For records
management projects, such comparisons and rankings are often performed
by corporate financial officers, investment analysts, or others who have little
or no knowledge of records management concepts or the objectives of the
proposed investment. In such cases,
ROI procedures are straightforward:
• Costs are determined for each proposed investment, and figures of merit
are calculated.
• The figures of merit for each proposal are judged against predetermined acceptance criteria.
• Figures of merit for competing proposals judged to be acceptable are
compared to one another.

Two simple measures of ROI, the accounting rate of return (ARR) and the
payback period, are easily applied and
widely used, despite some limitations,
for many records management projects. Both methods provide a quick
ROI assessment for a proposed investment.
Accounting Rate of Return
The ARR is an easily calculated estimate of a project’s financial viability.
Also known as the accountants’ rate of
return, the average rate of return, or
the simple rate of return, it calculates
the anticipated return on a proposed
project as a percentage of the original
investment amount; the higher the per-

The required rate of
return is also known as
the minimum acceptable
rate of return (MARR) or
the hurdle rate. To be
considered acceptable,
the ARR for a given investment must equal or
exceed an organization’s
hurdle rate.

Like other ROI measures, the ARR is
a screening mechanism for acceptable
investments. The ARR evaluates competing projects against a predetermined financial standard, without regard to the projects’ objectives. The
AAR, calculated by the ARR formula,
must be compared to a predetermined
required rate of return – that is, the
ROI, expressed as an annual percentage rate, that is necessary to justify an
investment.

centage, the more likely a project is to
be approved.

Minimum Acceptable Rate of Return
The required rate of return is also
known as the minimum acceptable rate
of return (MARR) or the hurdle rate. To
be considered acceptable, the ARR for
a given investment must equal or exceed an organization’s hurdle rate.
When comparing two or more projects,
the one with the highest ARR that
equals or exceeds the hurdle rate is
preferred.

The formula for the ARR is:
ARR = (CI ÷ I) ∞ 100
where:
ARR = the accounting rate of return as
a percentage value;
C = the net annual cash inflows, in the
form of revenues or savings associated with an investment after all expenses are considered; and
I = the investment amount.
Thus, if an investment (I) of $200,000
in an e-mail archiving application will
yield a net annual cash inflow (CI) of
$40,000, the annual rate of return
would be:
ARR = ($40,000 ÷ $200,000)
∞ 100 ARR =
0.20 ∞ 100
ARR = 20%

Cost of Capital
The required rate of return is usually
based on an organization’s cost of
capital, which is the minimum amount
that an organization must earn to satisfy its providers of capital. For a project
to be considered justifiable, its ARR
must be greater than the cost of capital.
For government agencies and other
nonprofit organizations, the cost of
capital is equal to the organization’s
borrowing rate – that is, the interest it
must pay on borrowed funds. If a government agency’s borrowing rate is
8%, for example, the MARR for investments in records management projects
will be 8%. In for-profit companies, the
(Continued on Page 9)
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required rate of return usually is a
composite of debt capital and equity
capital. Debt capital is the company’s
after-tax borrowing rate. Because interest paid on business loans is taxdeductible, the after-tax borrowing rate
on a 12% loan is 7.2%, assuming a
corporate tax rate of 40%.
Equity capital, which is based on common stock, can prove difficult to estimate because funds obtained from
stockholders do not carry a firm commitment regarding future payments. To
simplify determination of the required
rate of return, some companies use
their pretax borrowing rate as an approximate composite of debt capital
and equity capital.
In most organizations, financial officers and investment analysts have calculated the cost of capital and determined a MARR for evaluation of investment proposals. The MARR is often tied to a benchmark rate, such as
the interest rate on U.S. Treasury bills
or the London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR), plus a predetermined additional amount.
The MARR will vary with prevailing
economic conditions and from one organization to another. Government
agencies typically use a hurdle rate of
8% to 10% when analyzing proposed
investments. For-profit companies often require a higher return.
The required return rate may be raised
for risky investments or for organizations that have many profitable investment opportunities. To determine the
required rate of return, records managers must consult with financial analysts
or other knowledgeable persons within
their organizations.
Payback Period
In many cases, the savings or increased revenues associated with records management projects accrue over
months or years. The payback period
is the amount of time required to recapture an initial investment through

In many cases, the
savings or increased
revenues associated with
records management
projects accrue over
months or years. The payback period is the … time
required to recapture an
initial investment through
accumulated revenues or
savings…
accumulated revenues or savings associated with the investment. The payback period is sometimes described as
the break-even point, not to be confused with break-even analysis as discussed above [in the book Cost Analysis Concepts and Methods for Records
Management Projects, 2d. Ed.].
The formula for calculating the payback period is:
PB = I ÷ CI
where:
PB = the payback period in years;
I = the investment amount;
and
CI = the net annual cash inflows, in the
form of revenues or savings, associated with the investment.
Thus, if an investment (I) of $200,000
yields average annual cash inflows
(CI) of $40,000 through revenues or
savings, the payback period would be:
PB = $200,000 ÷ $40,000
PB = 5 years
Anticipated Useful Life of Investment
As with the ARR, payback period
calculations provide a screening capa-

bility to differentiate acceptable investments from unacceptable ones. As a
minimum expectation, the payback
period for a given investment must not
exceed the anticipated useful life of the
investment. If the calculated payback
period for an e-mail archiving application is five years, for example, the anticipated system life must be at least
that long.
As previously noted, many technology
-based records management projects
involve investments in computer hardware or software that require significant upgrades or complete replacements in short time frames – often
three years or less. Unless such investments yield substantial savings or
revenues in an equally short time
frame, their calculated payback periods will be unacceptably long.

The useful life of an investment aside,
organizations understandably prefer
investments that yield benefits quickly.
Short payback periods promote liquidity. If revenues or savings are obtained
quickly, they can be directed to other
investments. Short payback periods
also reduce risk. Over time, changing
circumstances can negate the anticipated revenues or savings associated
with a given investment.
Payback Expectations
As the conceptual equivalent of the
hurdle rate previously described, most
organizations have a predetermined
payback expectation. In for-profit companies, records management projects
with payback periods of three years or
less are typically considered acceptable, although investments with payback periods up to five years may be
approved in some circumstances. In
government agencies and other nonprofit organizations, five years is usually considered an acceptable payback
period. Records management projects
with payback periods longer than five
years are rarely advisable.
(Continued on Next Page)
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Simple Methods for Determining

ROI FOR RECORDS
MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
William Saffady, Ph.D., FAI
Preliminary
payback
calculations
should be used to screen out such projects at the proposal stage. When comparing two or more investments, the
one with the shortest payback period is
preferred. Projects with short payback
periods are much more likely to be
approved than projects with longer
ones, even if those projects offer greater potential for revenue or savings.
Like the ARR, payback period calculations are most meaningful when cash
inflows are evenly distributed over the
years and when the investments to be
compared are comparable in amount.

Payback Reciprocal
A related ROI measure, the payback
reciprocal, provides a fast, easily calculated approximation of the ARR for a
given investment.
The formula to calculate the payback
reciprocal is:
PR = (1 ÷ PB) ∞ 100
where:
PR = the payback reciprocal for a given investment, expressed as a percentage; and PB = the payback period,
as calculated above.
Thus, the payback reciprocal for an
investment with a payback period of
five years is: PR = (1 ÷ 5) ∞ 100 PR =
0.2 ∞ 100 PR = 20%
Example: Imaging vs. Storage
Despite some significant shortcomings, payback concepts are widely
used to evaluate records management
projects. The decision to scan inactive
records or store them offsite is one
example.

Assume that a multi-physician medical
clinic is storing records for former patients in 85 file cabinets that occupy
765 square feet of rented office space
valued at $25 per square foot. The
records will be retained for 10 years. A
commercial imaging company has
quoted a price of $70,000 for document preparation, scanning, image
inspection, and saving of images in
labeled folders that correspond to paper files.
The principal anticipated benefit of the
proposed scanning project is a reduction in floor space requirements and
cost. If the paper documents are discarded following scanning and the file
cabinets are removed, the rental
agreement for 765 square feet of floor
space can be discontinued. The resulting annual savings will total $19,125.
Applying the payback formula:
PB = $70,000 ÷ $19,125
PB = 3.66 years
That payback period would be considered acceptable in some organizations. It is much lower than the useful
life of the records, which is defined by
the 10-year retention period. For this
example, the payback reciprocal,
which approximates the ARR, is
27.3%, an attractive ROI for most organizations.
As an alternative to scanning, however, the records could be stored offsite
until their retention periods elapse. In
that case, one million pages will occupy 1,000 cubic-foot boxes. If a commercial records center charges $3.50
per cubic foot per year, the annual
charge for offsite storage will be
$3,500.

Compared to offsite storage, an investment of $70,000 in document
scanning will yield benefits of just
$3,500 per year through elimination of
offsite storage charges. Applying the
payback formula:
PB = $70,000 ÷ $3,500
PB = 20 years
This payback period is unacceptably
long. As noted above, the retention
period for the records is only 10 years.
At 5% the payback reciprocal is much
lower than the minimum acceptable
return for most organizations.
Admittedly, this example is oversimplified. The transfer of inactive records to
offsite storage usually involves some
start-up costs for purchase of containers, preparation of inventories, and
pickup of shipments. If those start-up
costs total $4,000, for example, that
amount would be deducted from the
scanning investment, yielding an insignificant reduction in the payback period:
PB = $66,000 ÷ $3,500
PB = 18.9 years
These calculations confirm the widely
observed cost advantages of offsite
storage over imaging for records with
medium-term retention periods.
Admittedly, this example is oversimplified. The transfer of inactive records to
offsite storage usually involves some
start-up costs for purchase of containers, preparation of inventories, and
pickup of shipments. If those start-up
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costs total $4,000, for example, that
amount would be deducted from the
scanning investment, yielding an insignificant reduction in the payback period:
PB = $66,000 ÷ $3,500
PB = 18.9 years
These calculations confirm the widely
observed cost advantages of offsite
storage over imaging for records with
medium-term retention periods.
An Aid to Judgement
…ROI calculations give decisionmakers potentially useful information
about the viability of proposed records
management projects. They are an aid

Although a records management project with favorable ROI calculations has a
high likelihood of profitability, [it] … must be technically feasible, politically
acceptable to decisionmakers, and appropriate to
the organization’s mission.

ARMA Chicago’s
Charity of the
Year
SitStayRead provides year-round
programming for low-income students
in kindergarten through third grades
in Chicago Public Schools. Each
grade’s curriculum is designed to support key literacy skills at that level.
Each grade-level program is created
in partnership with our Program Advisory Committee, which
includes SitStayRead staff, volunteers, teachers, and faculty
from the University of Illinois at Chicago Center for Literacy,
University of Chicago, DePaul University, and Northeastern
Illinois University.
In 2018, eighty-eight Certified Reading Assistance Dogs visited eighty-six classrooms in seventeen Chicago Public
Schools and spent seven-hundred and eighteen hours in-

to judgment, not a substitute for judgment.
Although a records management project with favorable ROI calculations
has a high likelihood of profitability, the
proposed project must also satisfy certain nonfinancial requirements. It must
be technically feasible, politically acceptable to decision-makers, and appropriate to the organization’s mission.
Above all, the proposed project must
be needed. Favorable ROI calculations
are meaningless for records management activities or operations that
should be radically changed or discontinued.

A Year-end
Reflection
spiring thousands of young readers.
Equipped with blankets, treats and
books, the pups gave each student all
ears (176 ears to be exact!) and
helped inspire them. They’re not only
really great listeners - Certified Reading Assistance Dogs—they also develop a bond with students, often being featured in stories or
book dedications written by the students.
All of this is accomplished at no cost to the schools or parents. Due to the generosity of donors like ARMA Chicago
last school year 2,694 students in public schools and community centers received critical literacy support from Sit Stay
Read volunteers and unlimited love from these special canines!

